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Essay 2: Super-Rhetorical Analysis 

Introduction 

Animal Man #26 questions the rights of animals in the American society. The choice of 

death or tragedy uncontrollably happening at the hands of a person in authority is ironically 

plastered throughout the comic to convey the message that it’s not morally ok, regardless of 

whom you are or if you’re real. The author plays the puppet master and explains how life for 

Animal Man is not important, highlighting the continuous problem of animals that experience 

abuse. He demonstrates the feelings they most likely endure by putting Animal Man through 

difficult situations he wish he could control. By analyzing Animal Man #26, constructed by 

Grant Morrison and Chaz Truog, we acknowledge the unappreciated privilege of living your own 

life, and how the people of society glamorizes the agony of inflicting pain or problems on 

someone, or something in this case.   

Summary 

 Animal Man #26 begins with Grant Morrison introducing himself to Animal Man as his 

writer. This all takes place inside of the comic book. He reveals his control over the hero by 

making him do things he doesn’t want to do. Animal Man felt as if he could fight off the urge of 

listening to Morrison, so the writer proved his power by forcing Animal Man—a hero of anti-

violence, to murder him. Morrison then continues to tell him he wrote his family’s death. He 

stated “It added drama. All stories need drama and it’s easy to get a cheap emotional shock by 



killing popular characters” (Morrison and Truog). Disagreeing with his logic, Animal replied 

“But that’s unfair” (Morrison and Truog). Grant goes on to explain how life for everyone isn’t 

fair. Ironically, he secretly connected it with the idea of unfair treatment to animals (Morrison 

and Truog).  

 Afterwards, the two go for a walk so Morrison can tell Animal Man things he’s wanted to 

say for forever, however he can’t find the words. Moreover he begins to describe the bleak and 

dull real world. Animal Man replies with complaints about how he isn’t satisfied with his own 

life. Shockingly, Morrison then reveals that he isn’t going to be his writer anymore, leaving the 

confused hero with the question of what’s going to happen to him. He tells him that his next 

writer in control can do anything, such as force the former vegetarian to eat meat. Morrison tells 

him, “You’ll be whatever you’re written to be” (Morrison and Truog). This furthers the idea of 

not being in control of your own life choices, just as animals can’t choose the life of peace or 

brutality (Morrison and Truog). 

 Morrison goes on to highlight Animal Man’s purpose. He preaches on trying to bring 

awareness to animal abuse based on the inferior thoughts of humans. “Man is able to abuse and 

slaughter and experiment on animals simply because he’s stronger than they are. Other than that, 

there’s not moral ground on which to justify any animal exploitation” (Morrison and Truog).  He 

criticizes man and their ways of believing intelligence and strength justifies their actions. Once 

he finishes, Animal Man asks for his family back. Morrison replied, “Sorry it wouldn’t be 

realistic. Pointless violence and death is “realistic”. Comic books are “realistic” now”, (Morrison 

and Truog). This signals the idea of humans loving and normalizing the thought of violence. He 

then kills off Animal Man brutally (not permanently), while thanking important people, and 



ironically PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals). Ending the comic, Morrison 

wakes Animal Man up from a dream to his family (Morrison and Truog).  

Analysis 

 The purpose of Animal Man #26 is to raise the awareness and concern to the actions 

happening. Needs integration, “You care about animals because I wanted to use you to draw 

people’s attention to what’s happening in the world” (Morrison and Truog #). He did this to 

criticize the wrongdoings and unjust justifications. In addition, he illustrated the idea of how life 

is for animals, living with no control. It’s clear he used the comic to speak out about the issue of 

animal abuse.  

 Usually, comics and other published items are made for everyone to read. Although 

Animal Man #26 is made for everyone, it’s mainly for the concerned people of society. It attacks 

animal abusers, while informing those comic readers that want to make a difference. Morrison 

stated, “Before I go, I’d urge anyone who cares about animal abuse to join PETA, who are 

involved in active, non-violent campaigns on behalf of animals” (Morrison and Truog). He 

intended for his work to reach anyone this would be important to.  

 In every great writing there’s a message secretly spoken trough the story. In this case, the 

message was that the advancements of humans do not morally justify what’s happening to 

animals. An animal has just as much right to life as any human. “A child with leukemia has no 

more intrinsic right to life than does a white lab rat. Anyone who believes that man’s 

‘intelligence’ makes him special has only to look at the way we continue to destroy our 

environment” (Morrison and Truog). People abuse their power by controlling animals’ fate. We 

take our free life for granted because we could be like Animal Man or the animals.  

 



Evaluation 

The comic Animal Man #26 was an exceptional read. First off, the series was created for 

an important cause. It indicates the problems of society in an ironic way. Moreover, the comic 

could influence a positive impact for the treatment of animals. In my opinion, the story was 

intriguing and mind baffling at the fact that the author is explaining the life of his creation, to his 

creation. The fight for the end to animal abuse causes it to be relevant to society.  

Conclusion  

Morrison basically critiques the human-animal interaction of today. He uses irony and 

imagery to express the wrongs of humans towards animals. Morrison conveys the message of 

ignorance because of superiority. He attempts to change the hearts of readers and help animals 

by demonstrating the controlled life of a superhero, and how unacceptable it is.  
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